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Paula Castillo Suárez
Spanish Freelance Translator

Animal lover commited to translation
Happy cat owner in love with words. I do not
seem to get enough from translating!

My goal
Helping you succesfully communicate with
Spanish speakers by creating clear, powerful
and accurate texts.

Why did I choose to
become a translator?
I did not choose translation, translation chose me. It
might seem cheesy, but it is true. Translation chose me
because it knew that I was passionate about languages
since I was 3 and because I have always been someone
who prefers listening and understanding rather than
talking.
My motto in life: you talk, I listen, I translate.

What do I do?

Translation

Localization

Subtitling

Consecutive
Interpreting

Intercultural
Communication

My latest
projects

01

Localization of nuud: the vegan and
100% cruelty-free deodorant

02

Localization of the Wirk back-office
solution

03

Subtitiling of Acuitis training and
informative videos

04

Translation and interpreting for the
AP-HP (France-Peru cooperation
program)

05

Translation of the COVID-19
issue for Le Curieux

Localization
01

of nuud: the vegan and 100 %
cruelty-free deodorant

The goal was to adapt existing nuud's content
in English and create outstanding marketing
translations in Spanish.
Key points: marketing contents, CTA, creative writing
Collaboration period: July 2020 - ongoing

of
the
Wirk
back-office
02
solution
Wirk has developed a back-office system and
interface that their clients can use to manage
activity and improve productivity. They are
expanding and starting to work with new
clients in Spain and they needed to localize
their solution.
Key points: knowledge of the tech industry,
character limitations
Collaboration period: September 2020 ongoing

Subtitling
of Acuitis training and
03
informative videos

Acuitis is an optics brand that opened its first store
in Valencia (Spain) and needed to localize their
informative videos into Spanish. The goal was to
keep the elegance of the French original version
and a sofisticated touch. Some of the videos
included very technical terminology on eyewear
manufacturing.
Key points: technical terminology, adaptation for subtitling
Collaboration period: September 2020 - October 2020

Translation
and interpreting for the AP-HP
04 (France-Peru cooperation program)

Translation and interpreting services into
Spanish for the cooperation program between
France and Peru related to the construction of
the new Sergio Bernales Hospital in Lima and the
renovation of the Antonio Lorena Hospital in
Cusco.

Key points: international relations, health,
cooperation program
Collaboration period: October 2020 - ongoing

of
the
COVID-19
issue
05
for Le Curieux
Le Curieux is a journal
from Quebec (Canada)
that makes news easy to
understand by using short
texts, pictures and easyto-read contents. They
released a special COVID
issue that I translated into
Spanish.
Key points: simple texts, image localization
Collaboration period: March 2020

Would you like us
to work together?
Send me an email

Let's talk!

Let me know about your project,
your company's tone, the goals,
the market you are trying to
reach... the more you tell me the
better I can help you!

We take some time to talk
about your project and imagine
the outcome together. We also
agree on a fee and a delivery
time.

Conquer the Spanish
market!
I get to work. We build the
perfect Spanish content for
your company or brand and
then you start conquering your
Spanish audience!

+250,000

+70

words translated in 2020

projects in 2020

succesfully completed and delivered on time

What my clients have to say...
Ieva Stuikyte
Project Manager at nuud

I've been working with Paula for several months now on the brand's
localisation for Spanish-speaking markets. I found Paula to be
extremely professional, responsive, proactive, and with exceptional
attention to detail. She has exceeded my expectations of a
translator.
Paula is not only always making sure the website, email, or
advertisement copy is translated correctly; she's also giving her
insights and suggestions on how things could be improved when
localising. I would definitely recommend Paula as a translator for
any brand that wants professional and tailored translation services.

What my clients have to say...
Raúl Castrillo
Técnico en Castrillo Técnicas Hospitalarias

De las traducciones de Paula Castillo destaco la rapidez con la
que trabaja y su versatilidad. Normalmente solicito traducciones
del inglés al español, pero también del español a otros idiomas,
y siempre ha respondido satisfactoriamente.
Estoy muy contento con sus servicios, ya que me facilita mi
trabajo.

Contact me
Email
traductoracompulsiva@gmail.com

Website
traductoracompulsiva.com

Phone
+ 33 (0) 6 95 31 38 11

